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Abstract— New generalizations of regularity space in closure space such as regular space, semi-regular space and semi generalized-

regular space will be introduced, and we will denote briefly by (scl -regular space) for semi-regular space and (sgcl -regular space) 

for semi generalized-regular space. Also, this paper describes several notions of its basic properties. In addition, the concept of the 

continuity on regularity is studied by using of scl -regular space and prove some important propositions and theorems. 
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 1. Introduction  

  Topological space of generalized closed sets was first analyzed by N. Levin's  [1] in 1970. These types of sets were introduced to 

expand some of the main properties of closed sets to a wider family. In addition,  identified the notion of (gcl-closed set) and (sgcl -

closed set)  by using scl -open set see [1], [2]. This work aims to examining the description of some variants of regular closure spaces 

and the continuity on regularity space. In 1966 E. Cech [3], introducing  and shedding some Light on how they were examined by 

different  mathematicians see [4], [5], [6]. Some notion and essential facts will be listed as we will need them for Identifying the 

properties of scl-regular space and sgcl-regular space and to compare them with the properties of the closed sets. At the end, the 

continuity on regularity space will be studied in closure space. 

 

2. Preliminaries     

In this paper, we will represent for closure spaces by (V, Cl) and (U, Cl*). 

Definition 2.1[7] Suppose Cl: P(V ) → P(V ) be a function defined on the power set P (V ) of a non-empty set V satisfying the 

following axioms, Cl will be the closure operator over V and pair a (V, Cl ) is called the closure space: 

 Cl (∅) = ∅, 

 N⊆ Cl (N) for each N ⊆ V,  

 N ⊆ M  ⇒  Cl (N) ⊆ Cl (M) for each N, M ⊆  V. 

 

Definition 2.2 [7] A closure operator Cl  upon a set V is called idempotent if Cl (N) = Cl Cl  (N), and we say Cl  called additive 

when N, M  are subset of V, then Cl (N ) ∪ Cl ( M )= Cl  (N ∪ M ). 

 

Definition 2.3 [7] An interior operator Int°p is a function from power set of V to itself, for all N ⊆ V, Int°pN = V \ Cl (V \N ). A set 

Int°p N is named the interior of N in closure space (V, Cl).  

                       

Definition 2.4 [7] Let a closure space (V, Cl ), a subset N of V is  

 Closed, if N = Cl (N). 

 Open, if N = Int°p (N). 

 Semi open set (briefly, scl-open), if N ⊆ Cl Int°p (N) and semi closed set (briefly, scl-closed), if Cl (N) ⊆ N, or N is said to 

be semi closed set, if complement of N is semi open set in (V, Cl). 

 

Definition 2.5 [7] A closure space (U, Cl*) is called a subspace of (V, Cl), if U ⊆ V and Cl*(N) = Cl (N) ∩ U for every subset N ⊆ 

U. 

  

Definition 2.6 [7] A closure space (U, Cl*) is called closed subspace of (V, Cl ), if F is a closed subset of (U, Cl*), then F is a closed 

subset of (V, Cl ).  

 

Definition 2.7 The subset F of closure space (V, Cl) is called a semi generalized closed set in the closure space (briefly, sgcl-closed 

set), if scl-closed (F) ⊆ D while F ⊆ D and D is scl-open set on V.  
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Definition 2.8 The subset F of closure space (V, Cl) is called a generalized closed set in the closure space (briefly, gcl-closed set), if 

Cl (F) ⊆ D while F ⊆ D and D is open set on V.  

 

Definition 2.9 [8] A function ℜ: (V, Cl ) → (V, Cl*) is called continuous, if ℜ (Cl (X )) ⊆ Cl* (ℜ (X )) for every X ⊆ V, where  (V, 

Cl ) and (V, Cl*) are closure spaces. 

 

Definition 2.10 [8] Let (V, Cl ) and (U, Cl* ) are closure spaces. A function ℜ: (V, Cl) →(U, Cl*) is called: 

 Closed function if for every closed subset N of V, then ℜ (N) is closed subset on U. 

 Open function if for every open subset N of V, then ℜ (N) is an open subset on U. 

  Semi closed function if for every closed subset N of V, then ℜ (N) is semi -closed subset on U. 

 Semi open function if for every open subset N of V, then ℜ (N) is semi -open subset on U. 

 

Definition 2.11 [8] The subset F of closure space (V, Cl ) is called a semi clopen set its semi open and semi closed at the same time.  

 

Definition 2.12 [9] The subset F of closure space (V, Cl ) is called a regular-closed set ( briefly, rcl -closed set ), if F = Cl Int°p(F ). 

 

Definition 2.13 [9] The subset N of closure space (V, Cl ) is called a regular-open set (briefly, rcl- open), if N= Int°p Cl (N ). The 

complement of rcl-closed set is called rcl-open set in (V, Cl). 

 

Example 2.14 Let V = {v1, v2, v3, v4} and define a closure operator Cl on V by Cl (∅ ) = ∅, Cl {v1, v2} = Cl {v1, v2, v4} =                     

{v1, v2, v4}, Cl{v3} = Cl {v3, v4} = {v3, v4}, Cl (N) = Cl (V) = V for any N ⊆ V. Clearly, {v1, v2, v4} and {v3, v4} are rcl-closed sets. 

Also, {v1, v2} and {v3} are rcl-open sets.  

 

Definition 2.15 Let the closure space (V, Cl), a subset N of V is: 

 Semi regular set (briefly, scl-regular set), if N is a semi open set and semi closed set in (V, Cl).  

 Regular semi generalized closed (briefly, rsgcl-closed set), if Cl (N) ⊂ X such that N ⊂ X for every semi regular set X in 

(V, Cl).   

 Regular semi generalized open set (briefly, rsgcl -open set), if V \ N is rsgcl -closed set. 

 

Definition 2.16 A closure space (V, Cl) is a semi T1\2 -space (briefly, scl- T1\2 space) if, and only if, every singleton set is either semi-

open set or semi- closed set in closure space (V, Cl). 

 

3. Some Variants Of Regular Closure Spaces  

  In this section, we discuss the basic properties of some variants of regular closure spaces. 

 

Definition 3.1 [7] A closure space (V, Cl ) is said to be regular space, if for a closed set Cl (X ) = X and a point a ∉ Cl (X ), there 

exist disjoint open sets U and O such that a ∈ U and Cl (X ) ⊆ O.  

 

Definition 3.2 A closure space (V, Cl) is said to be semi regular (briefly, scl-regular space), if for each closed set F and any point x 

∈ V \ F, there exist disjoint semi open sets U and D in (V, Cl) such that x ∈ U and F ⊂ D. 

  

Definition 3.3 A closure space (V, Cl) is said to be semi generalized regular space (briefly, sgcl-regular space), if for each sgcl-closed 

set F and any point x ∈ V \ F, there exist disjoint semi open sets U and D in (V, Cl) such that x ∈ U and F ⊂ D. 

 

Example 3.4 Suppose V = {v1, v2, v3} and define a closure operator Cl on V by Cl (∅ ) = ∅, Cl{v1} = {v1}, Cl {v2, v3} = {v2, v3}, 

Cl (N) = Cl (V) = V for any N ⊆ V, such that{v1} and {v2, v3} are disjoint open sets. Also, {v1} and {v2, v3} are disjoint closed sets. 

Hence, (V, Cl) is a regular closure space. 

 

Definition 3.5 A closure space (V, Cl) is said to be regular semi generalized - regular space (briefly, rsgcl- regular space), if for every 

rsgcl -closed set F and any point x ∈ V \ F, there exist disjoint open sets U and D in (V, Cl) such that x ∈ U and F ⊂ D.  

 

4. Properties Of Regular Space, Semi-Regular Space And Semi Generalized-Regular Space In Closure Spaces 

  In this section, we introduce some basic properties of (scl -regular) and (sgcl -regular) in the closure space. 
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Remark 4.1 Every rsgcl-regular closure space is scl-regular closure space, but the converse is not true in general, as seen in the 

following example.  

 

Example 4.2 Let V = {v1, v2, v3, v4} and define a closure operator Cl on V by Cl(∅ ) = ∅, Cl {v1} = Cl {v1, v2} = {v1, v2, v3}, Cl 

{v4} = {v2, v3, v4}, Cl (N) = Cl (V) = V for any N ⊆ V. {v1, v2, v3} and {v3, v4} are semi open sets. Also, {v1, v2} and {v4} are semi 

open sets. Then, a closure space (V, Cl) is said a scl-regular space. But a closure space (V, Cl) is not rsgcl -regular space.  

   

Remark 4.3 Every rsgcl-regular closure space is regular closure space. The converse is not always true, as it can be seen in the 

following example. 

 

Example 4.4 From the (Example 3.4). So, (V, Cl) is said to be regular space. But a closure space (V, Cl) is not rsgcl-regular space. 

 

Lemma 4.5 A closure space (V, Cl) is sgcl -regular space if, and only if, (V, Cl) is scl-regular space and scl T1\2 -space.   

Proof.  Suppose that (V, Cl) is sgcl - regular space. Then, clearly (V, Cl) is scl -regular space. Now, let F be sgcl-closed set in        (V, 

Cl ). For each x ∉ F, there exists a scl -open set G in (V, Cl) containing x such that G ∩  F = ∅ . If G = ∪{G x: x ∈ V \ F}. Then, G is 

scl-open set and G = V \ F. Hence, F is scl -closed set. Then, (V, Cl) is scl T1\ 2 -space.   

Conversely, it is clear.                                                                                                

 

Theorem 4.6 For a closure space (V, Cl), the following are equivalent: 

 (V, Cl) is rsgcl -regular.  

 For every rsgcl -open set U containing x ∈ V, there exists an open set D in (V, Cl) such that x ∈ G ⊂ Cl (G) ⊂ U. 

Proof. 1) ⇒ 2) Let U be any rsgcl -open set containing x ∈ V. Then, x ∉ V \ U, where V \ U is rsgcl -closed set in (V, Cl). Hence, 

there exist disjoint open sets G and H such that x ∈ G and V \ U ⊂ H or x ∈ G ⊂ Cl (G) ⊂ V \ H ⊂ U.  

2) ⇒ 1) Let F be a rsgcl -closed set and a point x ∈ V \ F. So, there exists an open set G in (V, Cl) such that x ∈ G ⊂ Cl (G) ⊂ V \ F 

or x ∈ G and F ⊂V \ Cl (G) where G ∩ (V \ Cl (G)) =∅. This proves that (V, Cl) is rsgcl - regular.                                                                            

 

Lemma 4.7 Let a closure space (V, Cl) is rsgcl-regular space, then every rsgcl-open set is the union of open sets.  

Proof. Let U be a rsgcl -open subset of rsgcl-regular closure space such that x ∈ U. If F = V \U. 

Then, F is a rsgcl-closed set and x ∈ V \ F. So, there exist disjoint open sets G and H of (V, Cl) such that x ∈ G and F ⊂ H. It follows 

that x ∈ G ⊂ U.  

 

Corollary 4.8 Let a closure space (V, Cl) is rsgcl -regular space, then every rsgcl -closed set is the intersection of closed sets. 

Proof: The proof is according to the above Lemma (4.7), by taking the complement.  

 

Theorem 4.9 For a closure space (V, Cl), the following are equivalent: 

 (V, Cl) is sgcl-regular space.  

 Every sgcl -open set U is a union of semi clopen sets.  

 Every sgcl -closed set F is an intersection of semi clopen sets.  

Proof. 1) ⇒ 2): Let U be sgcl -open set in (V, Cl). Let x ∈ U. If F = V \ U. Then, F is sgcl -closed. It is assumed that there are disjoint 

semi open subsets O and D of (V, Cl) such that x ∈ O and F ⊆ D. If G = Cl (O). Then, G is a semi clopen and G ∩ F ⊆ G ∩ D = ∅. 

It follows that x ∈ G ⊆ U. Thus, U is a union of semi clopen sets.  

2) ⇒  3): This is obvious. 3) ⇒1): Let F is sgcl -closed of (V, Cl) and x ∉ F. Let G a semi clopen set such that F ⊂ G and x ∉ G. If U 

= V \ G. Then, U is a semi open set containing x and U ∩ G = ∅. Thus, (V, Cl) sgcl- regular space                                                                                  

 

5. The Continuity On Regular Closure Space  

   In this section, we give sufficient conditions on ℜ :(V, Cl) → (U, Cl*) so that ℜ  preserved scl -normality space.  

 

Definition 5.1 Let ℜ: (V, Cl)→ (U, Cl*) be a function, (V, Cl ) and (U, Cl*) are two closure spaces. Then, ℜ  is called gcl–closed 

function if ℜ (N) is gcl-closed of U for every closed subset N of V. 

 

Example 5.2 Let (V, Cl) and (V, Cl*) are two closure spaces where V = {v1, v2} by define a closure operator Cl on V by Cl(∅ ) = ∅, 

Cl {v1} = {v1}, Cl {v2} = Cl (V) = V. U = {u1, u2, u3}, then identified a closure operator Cl* on U by Cl* (∅ ) = ∅, Cl*{u1} = {u1, 

u2}, Cl*{v3} = {u3}, Cl* (M) = Cl* {U} = {U} for any M ⊆ U. Let ℜ: (V, Cl) → (U, Cl*) is defined by ℜ {v1} ={u1}.  Since {u1} is 

gcl-closed set of U. Then, ℜ is called gcl–closed function.  
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Definition 5.3 Let ℜ: (V, Cl) → (U, Cl*) be a function and (V, Cl ), (U, Cl*) are two closure spaces. Then, ℜ is called sgcl–closed 

function, if ℜ (N) is sgcl - closed of U for every closed subset N of V. 

 

Theorem 5.4 Let (V, Cl) and (U, Cl*) are two closure spaces. A function ℜ : (V, Cl) → (U, Cl*) is sgcl -closed if, and only if, for 

each subset B of U and for each open set D containing ℜ¯1(B), there exists a sgcl -open set O of U containing B and ℜ¯1(O) ⊂ D. 

Proof. Let B be subset of (U, Cl*) and D be an open set of (V, Cl), such that ℜ¯1(B) ⊂ D. 

Then, U \ℜ (V \ D) = O is a sgcl -open set containing B, such that ℜ¯1 (O) ⊂ D. 

Conversely, Let F be a closed set of V. So, ℜ (F) is sgcl-closed set in U. Then, ℜ¯1(U \ ℜ (F )) ⊂ V \ F. By taking B = U \ ℜ (F) 

and D = V \ F. So, exists a sgcl-open set O of U containing U \ ℜ(F) and ℜ¯1 (O) ⊂ V \ F. Then, we have F ⊂ V \ ℜ¯1 (O) and U \ O 

= ℜ (F). Since U \ O is sgcl - closed set in U, ℜ (F) is sgcl-closed set in U. Thus, ℜ is sgcl-closed function. 

 

Theorem 5.5 Let (V, Cl) and (U, Cl*) are two closure spaces and ℜ: (V, Cl) → (U, Cl*) be a continuous, scl -open and sgcl-closed 

onto function from a regular space (V, Cl) to a space (U, Cl*), then (U, Cl*) is scl -regular space. 

Proof. Let u ∈ U. So, O be an open set containing u in U, ℜ is onto, then there exists x ∈ V such that ℜ (x) = u. Now, ℜ-1(O) is an 

open set in (V, Cl) containing x. But (V, Cl) is regular space. Then, there exist an open set D such that, x ∈  D ⊆ Cl (D) ⊆ ℜ-1(O), u 

∈ ℜ (D) ⊆  ℜ (Cl (D)) ⊆ O. But ℜ (Cl (D)) is sgcl -closed set. Then, we have Cl (ℜ (Cl (D))) ⊆ O. Therefore, u ∈ ℜ (D) ⊆ Cl (ℜ 

(D)) ⊆ O and ℜ (D) is scl-open set in (U, Cl*). Because ℜ is scl-open function. Hence, (U, Cl*) is scl-regular space.                                                           

Corollary 5.6 Let (V, Cl) and (U, Cl*) are two closure spaces. If ℜ: (V, Cl) → (U, Cl*) is a continuous, open and sgcl -closed onto 

function from a regular space (V, Cl) to a space (U, Cl*), then (U, Cl*) is scl-regular space.

Proof. Since ℜ is sgcl -closed function. Hence, we get that (U, Cl*) is scl-regular space (By depend on (Theorem 5.5)).                                                                                            
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